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Style comes first
for Britain’s cycle
cruisers. Patrick Field
finds out why…
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Cruiserism

ou could be tempted to view Matt ‘rubber
mat’ Weeks’ latest creation as a blistering
attack on inappropriate, fashion-led
technology, a witty critique of the people who – for
example – insist on taking their children to school
in military grade, all-terrain trucks or buy
computers ten times more powerful than the one
on Apollo XI to use for word-processing and the
occasional spread-sheet; but Matt is not at art
school, he works in a bike shop. He describes his
stretch, custom cruiser – all matt black except for
brilliant white lettering on the tyres and a bare
steel brake disc – as “a bit of a laugh".
The cruiser world is unpretentious, nobody
knows – or seems to care – what the exact
difference is between ‘cruisers’, ‘low-riders’ or
‘choppers’. Definitions are loose but one thing is
certain; bikes – of any kind – perform best when
specified, without compromise, to suit –and then
used for – a clearly understood and strictly limited
application. Cruisers are no exception, cruisers are
for cruising.
A cruise is a sedate progress undertaken by a
group of vehicles, ideally preceded, concluded and
punctuated by extended stops in places
convenient for admiring and riding each others
bikes, allowing the passing public to chat and
admire your bikes, and drinking beer. There is a
hierarchy – first people who ride straight-out-thebox beach cruisers, then those who’ve tricked out
one of these factory-spec. machines with some
fancy, extra accessories – a nude silhouette mudflap, mechanical speedometer, radio, ash-trays,
etc. – and finally the scene’s true aristocrats, who
take factory bikes – or anything else handy – and
‘chop’ them; cutting, bending, welding and brazing
into ever more preposterous configurations. As
Matt puts it "we take bad products
and make them worse".
There’s a hierarchy but the scene is inclusive you’re welcome regardless if your ‘ride’ is the fruit
of hours behind a welding mask with a multicolour, flaming paint-job, or an ex-skip BMX tartedup with a pair of ‘ape-hanger’ bars. Judgements are
aesthetic only; lower and longer preferred, crazy
details and originality admired. Nudging the limits
of unrideable is good too – bikes with monstrous
turning circles, bikes that can only be started with
an ungainly scooting action.
The premium on conspicuous and comical
originality – in a sub-culture where imitation is
also rife – gives cruising an absurdly eclectic range
of influences, outlaw motorcycling; fork tubes
plugged with shotgun cartridges, surfing and
skating; pedals with extra-soft rubber faces
designed for barefoot use. Styling may be inspired
by East Los Angeles Latino gangsters or blatant
misuse of trick bicycle components, but the
cruiser’s origins go back to the 1920’s when US
pedal-bike manufacturers introduced ‘motor
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Cruiserism
cycles’ with metal tool cases, intended to mimic the
fuel tanks of early motorbikes, and heavy, lowpressure ‘balloon tyres’.
Bicycles had always sold on aesthetics – nice
paintwork, fine details, graceful curves – but these
machines unashamedly placed appearance ahead
of performance. When the Schwinn company of
Chicago launched the Streamline Aerocycle in 1934
it was described as a bike with a “new welded frame
– built like an aeroplane fuselage". Its chrome head
lamp was recessed into an art-deco ‘tank’. No claims
were made for durability or function – it was sold on
how it looked.
Some riders festoon their machines with
baroque accessories but the bikes themselves tend
to minimalism. The classic set-up is a single-gear
drive and a coaster brake. Carrying only a rear wheel
hub brake activated by back-pedalling may not be
exactly UK street-legal but it leaves your handlebars
clear of levers or cables to emphasise sweeping lines
or just to make more space for horns and head
lamps. Some production bikes nod toward
practicality with hub gears but derailleurs?
Just say no.
The cruiser’s stealthy renaissance parallels a
current London street fashion for fixed-gear bikes.
The lazy, overblown beach cruiser and the frantic,
spindly velodrome racer are clearly philosophical
opposites but, given that most people want a bike to
ride-and-forget, this pincer assault on the ubiquity of
the – brilliant for sport but relatively high

Cruising involves as much checking out as riding out

Above: To see and be seen… and eat ice cream
Below: From the unclean to the bling – cruising is a
broad church: just make it long and low

Right: The Dyno Kustom Kruiser and
left: The Dyno Kustom Glide (see
www.kustomkruiser.com)
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maintenance – derailleur system is long overdue.
In the middle years of the Twentieth Century the
idea of the useful bicycle was in retreat, you might
want a bike for racing, otherwise they were only for
people too poor or too young for motorised travel.
Cruisers were aimed firmly at the latter. The more
they looked like motorcycles or hotrods the better.
The apotheosis of these toy bikes was the Schwinn
‘Stingray’, introduced in 1963, a mass-produced
answer to the Californian street craze for kids
customising old bikes to mimic drag racers and
‘chopper’ custom motor cycles. By 1968 the Stingray
and its imitators accounted for 70 percent of US
bike sales. The Stingray ceased production in 1975
after the US Consumer Product Safety Commission
banned its signature gear stick, and became, along
with it’s English imitation the Raleigh
‘Chopper’, a cult item. Today both have modernised
versions back in production.
The Stingray and the Chopper were both
denounced, when new, as perversions of the bicycle.
Cruisers have always attracted reproach from
certain self-appointed guardians of bicycle
orthodoxy, but this misses the point. Speed of travel,
economy of effort are entirely irrelevant to this
application. Criticising cruisers for being slow and
hard work is like complaining that you can’t hike in
high-heel shoes or that sequinned flip-flops aren’t
very practical. What’s the point of having “shit hot"
laser cut into the disc of your Hope hydraulic unless
people get the chance to read it?
A puritanical reaction to such frivolity might just
have been excusable in the lean years of the
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Twentieth Century, when mainstream culture saw
cyclists as a vanishing tribe – stubbornly refusing to
vanish – and toy bikes outsold more practical
machines; but in today’s climate such prudishness
is entirely misplaced. One of Matt Weeks’ previous
creations – a chopper with lustrous, green
metallic paint and hugely oversize rims and tyres
from a real motor-cycle – won the prize for best
two-wheeler at a custom-car show. Getting petrol
sniffers drooling over push-bikes is only a good
thing. A posse of parked cruisers always attracts

Cruiser cruises

These machines
unashamedly place
appearance ahead
of performance…
admiring interest from all kinds of seemingly
ordinary people.
The more models of bicycle and bicycling that
exist the more chance there is that the majority
who currently never think of cycling will be seduced
onto the slippery slope of bicycle dependence. A
bike that is clearly never meant to be hurried, with a
generously proportioned, fully sprung and
upholstered seat, might tempt an unfit person, who
wouldn’t go near anything sporty, off their sofa and
onto the streets. Cruisers may be impractical and
slow but, unlike the budget, self-assembly, fullsuspension atrocities, sold mail-order or via
discount outlets to ignorant and unsuspecting
punters – they aren’t pretending to be what
they are not.
Some people who ride bikes affect disinterest in
style, don’t care if their bar-tape clashes with their
bottle cage, just so long as it all works. Who are they
trying to kid? Everyone, from dedicated, anti-posing,
grunge-meister to obsessional spoke polisher,
considers the impression they – and their outfit –
makes on others. Cruiserism just stretches it that
little bit further; low and long and very, very wrong…

● This summer saw the
launch of regular cruises in
London www.oemspace
.co.uk/custombikes, there
are cruises in Amsterdam
www.thechopperdome.com
– home of FBI
(Fundementalistic Bikers Inc.)

– and on the promenade at
Southend-on-Sea
www.chopperdome.co.uk
As well as making inroads
into the mainstream cycle
trade – Moore and Large are
importing the latest limited
edition Stingray – would-be

cruisers are supported by a
range of enthusiast importer
/dealers who include Lowlife
www.lowlifeuk.com , Lovely
Low Rider www.lovely
lowrider.co.uk and Pacific
Coast Choppers www.pacific
coastchoppers.com
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